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Replication cont’d 

Managing Configuration File in MongoDB 

Before we start creating the Replica Set in MongoDB, it is desired to create separate 

configuration file for each replica set i.e. for each new port. These replicas will be treated as 

separate instance of MongoDB Server.  

These server instances can be on the different machines for regular use and it is suggested 

that the replication servers must be kept apart also for safety and to meet disaster recovery. 

However, for demo purposes we may create multiple instances of the MongoDB server on 

the same system also. 

For each case, we have to at least specify the ReplicaSet Name, the server Port number 

and Bind IP (as applicable), database and logfile in each of the configuration file. 

The configuration file of MongoDB resides in the Bin folder of MongoDB server. If we have 

installed the MongoDB on a Windows Machine, the configuration file “mongod.cfg” will be 

available in c:\program files\mongodb\server\4.2\bin directory. This file can be edited in 

Notepad++ easily.  

Suppose, we want to create Three (3) Replica’s, then we have to first create directories for 

database and log files for each of the Secondary(replicated) servers, in this case three.  

1. Create directories c:\data1, c:\data2, c:\data3 for database and c:\data1\log, c:\data3\log, 

c:\data3\log for log files. 

2. Copy configurations file mongod.cfg to mongod1.cfg, mongod2.cfg, mongod2.cfg 

3. Edit all Configuration files including mongod.cfg and specify the ReplicaSet Name, the 

server Port number and Bind IP. Lets edit the configuration files: (here mongod1.conf) 

# mongod1.conf 
storage: 
  dbPath: C:\data1 
systemLog: 
  destination: file 
  logAppend: true 
  path:  C:\data1\log\mongodb.log 
# network interfaces 
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net: 
  port: 27020 
  bindIp: 127.0.0.1 
 replication: 
   replSetName: indu 
   oplogSizeMB: 100 
 

 in case of different server machines, Bind IP has to the IP of that server machine. 

 oplogSizeMB is the Maximum size of the log file in MB 

 dbPath: C:\data1, is the path of the database 

 path:  C:\data1\log\mongodb.log, is the path of the logfile. 
 

 

We have to edit all the configuration files. In our case, we have 3 new configuration files, 
one for each replica. 

 mongod1.cfg 

 mongod2.cfg 

 mongod3.cfg 
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Setting up a Replica Set in MongoDB 

We may convert standalone MongoDB instance to a replica set. To convert to replica set, 
following are the steps − 

 Shutdown already running MongoDB server. 

 Start the MongoDB server by specifying -- replSet option.  

Syntax 

mongod --port "PORT" --dbpath "YOUR_DB_DATA_PATH"    --logpath 
"YOUR_log_File_PATH"  --replSet "NAME_REPLICA_SET" 
 
Where, 
Port – is the Port Number 
YOUR_DB_DATA_PATH – Is the complete path of the Database 
Name_ REPLICA_SET – is the Name of the Replica Set instance 
YOUR_log_File_PATH – is the file name and path of Log file. 
 

Example 

mongod --port 27020 --dbpath "C:\data1" --logpath "C:\data1\log\mongodb.log"  --replSet 
indu 

mongod --port 27021 --dbpath "C:\data2" --logpath "C:\data2\log\mongodb.log"  --replSet 
indu 

mongod --port 27022 --dbpath "C:\data3" --logpath "C:\data3\log\mongodb.log"  --replSet 
indu 

 

These command will be run on the windows prompt, at the bin directory of the MongoDB. 

 

This will convert MongoDB instance to replica set with name “indu” and on port 27020, 
27021, 27022.  

 Now start the command prompt and connect to this mongod instance, from the 
windows command prompt. 

mongo - -port 27020 

 Setting replication : Open a mongo shell and initiate a replication by running below 
configuration 

config_indu={"_id": "indu" , members:[ {_id:0,host:"127.0.0.1:27020"},   

{_id:1,host:"127.0.0.1:27021"}, {_id:2,host:"127.0.0.1:27022"}]  } 
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 Now,  run the command,  

rs.initiate(config_indu)  

This will initiate a new replica set. 

 

 As we run this command, we can see that Prompt shows as indu.SECONDARY> 

 To check the replica set configuration, the command is 

rs.conf() 
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 Now, we can see that Prompt shows as indu.PRIMARY> 
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 To check the status of replica set, command is 

 rs.status() 

 

Where,  

mystate: 1->primary，2->slave for backup 

health：1->normal，0->exception(means down) 

 
It shows a lot of other details also. 

 

Add Members to Replica Set 

rs.add() commands adds members to the replica set. You can add mongod instance to 
replica set only if are connected to primary node. 

db.isMaster() command is to check whether you are connected to primary or not. 

Syntax 

>rs.add(HOST_NAME:PORT) 
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Example 

Suppose your mongod instance name (HOST Name) is localhost (or 127.0.0.1) and it is 
running on port 27017. To add this instance to replica set, command will be 

>rs.add("localhost:27017") 

Or 

> >rs.add("127.0.0.1:27017") 

 

 

 

Assignment 

1. How the configuration file in MongoDB can be created for other instances? 

2. Write steps to configure MongoDB replica set. 

3. How a new member is added to the Replica Set? 


